At low excitation a system of particles obeying arbitrary statistics is indistinguishable from a system composed of particles obeying Bose-Einstein statistics in their internal excitation coordinate. At higher excitation the actual underlying particle statistics become important. We have observed a spectral signature of the underlying exciton statistics in a semiconductor quantum-well microcavity. In the exciton system we take each Bohr area (or several Bohr areas) as our particle. As noted above, for many particles and weak excitation the system is independent of the statistics of the excitons.
However at higher excitation we must take into account that the particle commutator deviates from purely Bosonic. The deviation comes about from coulomb-coulomb interactions between excitons3).
We give a simple example of a single particle coupled to two quanta (m-1, n=2) and show how iransitions which are not allowed when the particle is a boson become allowed when the particle becomes non-bosonic. We employ the dressed state picture and show that additional emission peaks emerge as the particle makes the tranformation from bosonic to non-bosonic. 
